An ensemble of theatre students produced two plays from start to finish during Interim—All I Ever Needed to Know I Learned in Kindergarten, and the one being rehearsed above, Agnes of God.

Several BSC students and staff members spent the January Interim Term helping build a church just outside Maputo, the capital city of Mozambique, Africa.

BSC student Sara Midyette worked with children at St. Aloysius School during an Interim Service Learning trip to Harlem, N.Y.

Putting a fresh coat of paint on the walls of a school in the Woodlawn community are students in a local Service Learning Interim that explored issues of service and urban change.

These students spent three weeks visiting the major cultural and historical sites in Italy and focusing on how art, architecture, and urban life express cultural and intellectual history.

In “Cahaba River Ecology and Conservation,” students explored river ecology and how it is affected by human natural resource use through lectures, discussions, guest speakers, readings, and field trips.

The city/nature relationship that is vital to the Pacific Northwest was the focus of one Interim trip in and around Seattle.